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Introduction

The application of virtual humans in industry is expanding, especially with respect to
vehicle design and manufacturing. In fact, potential applications span a variety of areas,
including crash simulation (vehicular occupant injury), slips/falls (environmental injury),
orthopedics (joint and tissue mechanics), gait simulation (rehabilitation), task simulation
(virtual factory) and sports-performance simulation. The primary benefit of using virtual
humans in these areas is that they can be incorporated directly into CAD drawings. Then,
engineers can perform extensive analysis concerning ergonomics and design during the
early stages of the product-development process. This alleviates the need for physical
mock-ups, which shortens product design cycle times and lowers development costs.
Work on this subject spans at least two decades. Cyberman (Blakeley, 1980) is one of
the earliest virtual humans. It was developed by Chrysler Corporation for the automobile
industry in order to define and analyse acceptable limb and body locations for a human
model within a virtual environment. Specifically, it is used to analyse virtual drivers and
passengers and their activities in and around a car. Cyberman is a simple wireframe
model, and other virtual humans of similar complexity have also been developed.
Combiman (Bapu et al., 1980) was designed at the Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory in order to determine human reach capacity, and it has been used for aircraft
cockpit-configuration design and evaluation. Sammie was designed at the University of
Nottingham for general anthropometric analysis and design (Kingsley et al., 1981).
Additional anthropometric modelling programmes include Boeman and CAR at the
Boeing Corporation (Harris et al., 1980), Buford at Rockwell International (Fetter, 1982),
and Bubbleman at the University of Pennsylvania (Badler et al., 1979). Because the
appearance of initial virtual humans has been far from realistic, considerable research has
been conducted in an effort to improve realism. For instance, Badler et al., (1993) and
Thalmann and Thalmann (1990, 1993, 1996) have developed models based on the
combination of multiple cylinders. In addition to visual appearance, work has focused on
autonomous perception, intelligence and behaviour (Thalmann et al., 1995; Emering et
al., 1997; Noser and Thalmann, 1994, 1995, 1996; Noser, 1997).
Several companies have developed and marketed relatively advanced virtual-human
products in the past decade. Badler et al., (1999) created JackTM, a scalable human model
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with a flexible spine and limbs that can be articulated through inverse kinematics. Jack
can be positioned for reach analysis and visual interference analysis as well as for
strength, posture, and motion analysis. However, Jack cannot move independently, so the
user must manipulate the various limbs manually. SafeworkTM was developed at the
Ecole Politechnique in Montreal. It involves six basic mannequins that work in
conjunction with an anthropometrics module to create human beings from any
population. Safework can be used for extensive ergonomic analysis. It incorporates
inverse kinematics with a full human model, which integrates with CATIA software.
TechMath’s RamsisTM and AnthroposTM are human modelling systems for ergonomic
analysis, design, and visualisation that are also manipulated by a user. Ramsis is used
extensively for designing automobile interiors and airplane cockpits. Anthropos is a plugin for 3D Studio that offers excellent visualisation and ergonomic analysis.
While these avatars are widely used for ergonomic analysis, none have incorporated a
musculoskeletal system for real-time analysis of muscle forces, and all are based on
predetermined empirical data. Alternatively, our approach governs motion based on
human performance measures that act as objective functions in an optimisation problem.
The above-mentioned systems require subjective manipulation and cannot quantify
human performance measures, as the optimisation-based approach can.
Today there are several commercial musculoskeletal models on the market. These
include SIMM, VIMS, AnyBody, and LifeMOD. A key difference between the model
presented in this paper and the ones currently available is that our model is focused on
real-time interaction. By this we mean that there is no obvious delay between user input
and the model’s output.
In this paper, we present newly developed facets of an optimisation-based avatar
called Santos that promises to be the next generation of virtual humans (Yang et al.,
2005, 2006a, b). The work presented in this paper is part of an ongoing project to develop
a system in which an avatar’s motion is governed by a variety of human performance
measures that are incorporated in a novel optimisation-based approach to posture and
motion prediction. Reach envelope and workspace zone differentiation can be visualised,
and an accurate musculoskeletal system is incorporated within the virtual human. Various
physiological feedbacks are incorporated, and the system will allow for real-time
interaction and analysis of muscle forces within a package that is designed for
widespread use. The first section introduces the human model and discusses the
mechanics of skeletal motion and the details of its realistic appearance. Next, several key
functionalities are presented, and the virtual human’s 25-DOF hand model is discussed.
Finally, there is a brief review of ongoing research.

2

Human model

2.1 Skeletal model
In this section, we give a brief outline of the mathematical foundation for the human
skeletal model used to control the motion of Santos. Essentially, this model relates a set
of joint angles to the Cartesian coordinates of various points on the avatar. A human
skeleton can be modelled as a kinematic system, or a series of links with each pair of
links connected by single-DOF joints as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, a complete human
body can be modelled as several open-loop chains, one of which is shown in Figure 1.

Towards a new generation of virtual humans
Figure 1
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Definition of a kinematic pair (e.g. a revolute joint)

In Figure 1, qi is a generalised coordinate and represents the rotation of a single basic
revolute joint.
Each joint in the skeletal model is represented by one, two, or three revolute joints.
q [q1 ,..., qn ]T  R n is an n-dimensional vector of generalised coordinates, where n is
the number of DOFs. The end-effector is a point on the virtual human, typically the tip of
the index finger. x(q) represents the position of the end-effector in Cartesian space and is
a function of the joint angles. Using the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) method (Denavit and
Hartenberg, 1955), it is determined using a series of transformation matrices as follows:

x(q)

ª x (q ) º
« y (q) »
«
»
«¬ z (q) »¼

i n j i 1

¦[ 
i 1

j 1

R j ]i 1 pi
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are defined as follows:

 cos D i sin qi
cos D i cos qi
sin D i

ai sin qi

sin D i sin qi º
 sin D i cos qi »»
cos D i
¼»

(2)

T

di @

(3)

qi is the joint angle from the xi–1 axis to the xi axis, di is the shortest distance between the
xi–1 and xi axes, ai is the offset distance between the zi and zi–1 axes, and Di is the offset
angle from the zi–1 and zi axes. Details of this approach are discussed by Marler (2004).

2.2 Appearance
The basic human model not only involves the skeletal mechanics, which are discussed
above, but also the overall appearance. The actual 3D model is comprised of a ‘skin’ laid
over the skeleton. This ‘skin’ can be thought of as an infinitely thin but hollow shell that
defines the avatar’s shape (Figures 2 and 3).
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Figure 2

Wire frame view

Figure 3

Solid view

Once the solid shape of the avatar is created, shaders and textures are used to provide the
avatar’s shape with the visual queues necessary to create the illusion of actual human
skin, as shown in Figure 4. Technically, a shader is a compilation of effects that dictate
how a 3D surface responds to light. Textures are 2D images that are projected onto or
wrapped around 3D surfaces.
Figure 4

Figure textured view of a virtual human
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By themselves, 3D models, shaders, and textures can provide convincing renderings that
suggest human form, but this form cannot be manipulated until it is bound to a
hierarchical joint structure representing the skeleton of Santos (Figure 5).
Figure 5

Skeleton model

Once defined, the avatar’s skin can be bound to the skeleton, allowing the avatar to be
moved in a human manner. Motion for the joints shown in Figure 5 is determined using
the method described in the next section and the mathematical model described above.
However, to visually simulate the elasticity of real human skin as the joints are exercised,
the motion of different regions of skin must be related to the motion of the skeleton. This
is done using a well-known static animation technique called skin weighting and
addresses the aesthetic issue that would otherwise cause a 3D model to tear or break at
the joints when joints are rotated, as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6

Skin with unadjusted weight
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Typically, this technique is accomplished subjectively through interactive tools – much
like using a can of spray paint – that allow 8-bit gray level values to be applied to jointspecific regions of the skin. The higher the gray level value, the greater the effect a given
joint has on that region (Figure 7).
Figure 7

Skin with adjusted weight

When the outer appearance of the avatar is coupled with the mathematic model
(kinematic system of joints), the result is a complete human model, as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8

Santos, a complete virtual human
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Posture prediction

In this section, we discuss optimisation-based posture prediction, which provides a
cornerstone for motion prediction. An overview of the optimisation formulation is
presented here, while details concerning the development of the formulation are provided
by Farrell and Marler (2004), Yang et al., (2004b). In addition, the newly developed
ability to control the orientation of body parts is summarised. Finally, the advanced
capabilities such as multiple end-effectors and advanced real-time inverse kinematics and
vision functionality are discussed.

3.1 Optimisation problem formulation
In general, the optimisation problem entails finding the vector of joint angles, q, in order
to minimise one or more human performance measures that serve as the objective
functions and govern the motion of the avatar. The problem is constrained by limits on
the joint angles and by the requirement that the avatar contact the target point. The final
optimisation formulation is given as follows:
Find: q  R n

(4)

to minimise: Human performance measure(s)
2

subject to: ª¬ x(q)  xtarget point º¼ d H
L

U

qi d qi d qi ; i 1, 2,..., n
Other components of the formulation are discussed in the following sections. The
problem in Equation (4) is solved numerically using the software SNOPT (Gill
et al., 2002), which uses sequential quadratic programming (Arora, 2004). Details
concerning the different components of the optimisation formulation are discussed in the
following sections.

3.1.1 Design variables and constraints
The design variables are the generalised coordinates qi, which represent the components
of the vector q. These design variables have units of radians. The first constraint in
Equation (4) is the distance-constraint, and it requires that the end-effector contact a
predetermined target point in Cartesian space, where H is a small positive number that
approximates zero. The distance between the target point and the index finger should be
approximately zero. Technically, this constraint represents distance-squared. In addition,
each joint angle is constrained to lie between lower and upper limits, represented by qiL
and qiU , respectively. These limits ensure that the avatar does not assume an unrealistic
position in an effort to contact the target. They may be changed easily according to
different sets of anthropologic data.
Note that the design variables are continuous and can represent infinitely many
postures given a specific set of constraints (and consequent feasible space). This inherent
property of the optimisation problem provides a significant advantage over other
approaches to human modelling. The constraints and consequent set of potential postures
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are essentially dictated by the avatar’s environment and by the human model that the
avatar represents.

3.1.2 Objective functions
Various human performance measures provide the objective functions for the formulation
in Equation (4). Details concerning these performance measures are provided by Marler
(2005a). Here we present an overview. The most fundamental of these functions is joint
displacement, which is given as follows:
n

f jointDisp (q)

¦w

i

qi  qiN

2

(5)

i 1

q iN is the neutral position of a joint, and qN represents the overall neutral posture. The
neutral posture is selected as a relatively comfortable posture, typically a standing
position with arms at one’s sides. A weight wi is introduced to stress the importance of a
particular joint. Currently, these weights are determined by trial and error. Generally,
with joint displacement, the avatar gravitates towards the neutral position.
Effort is similar to joint displacement, but qiinitial replaces q iN and represents the
avatar’s initial or starting position. Thus, when effort is used as the objective function in
Equation (4), the avatar gravitates to its starting configuration, no matter what that
configuration may be. This performance measure is most significant when a series of
target points are selected, with the posture changing from point to point.
Using delta-potential-energy as an objective function provides an alternative
approach for determining the weights in Equation (5). Various segments of the avatar’s
body are treated as lumped masses. The total change in the potential energy for the
masses is minimised. When determining the change in potential energy, the initial
configuration is always set as the neutral position described above. In this way, the
masses of the different sections of the body essentially provide inherent weights for the
motion of the different segments.
Discomfort is modelled as another variation on joint displacement. Again, the avatar
moves towards the neutral position. However, this function incorporates three facets of
comfort:
1

the tendency to move towards a generally comfortable position

2

the tendency to avoid postures in which joint angles are pushed to their limits

3

the idea that people strive to reach or contact a point using one set of body parts at a
time.

Typically, in terms of upper-body motion, one first tries to reach a point using one’s arm.
If that is unsuccessful, only then does one bend the torso. Finally, if necessary, the
clavicle is extended. Note that the intent in developing this performance measure is not
necessarily to quantify discomfort. Rather, the function is designed to be proportional to
discomfort. Only its relative values (from one posture to another), not its absolute values,
are significant.
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Performance measure for vision is an extension of the vision function developed by
Kim et al. (2004). It is based on visual acuity and essentially has three components. First,
acuity is modelled as follows:
2

facuity = e -7(1-CosT )

(6)

where T is the angle between the line of sight and the line drawn directly from the
avatar’s head to the target point. In addition, a penalty function is added so that joint
angles in the neck avoid their extreme limits. This complex penalty function is derived
from the work by Marler et al. (2005b). Finally, tilting of the head about the axis that
projects outward orthogonal to the avatar’s face is minimised so the corresponding DOFs
gravitate towards a neutral position. Often, posture is governed by a natural desire to see
the target one is striving to contact. This is demonstrated with Figures 9a and 9b. Figure
9a illustrates the posture that is achieved when musculoskeletal discomfort is minimised.
Although the consequent posture is relatively comfortable in terms of joint stress, the
avatar is apparently making no effort to see the target point, hence the motivation for
modelling the effects of vision on posture.

3.2 Orientation
Often, the primary concern with human modelling is the analysis of gross body motion
and posture, and the only stipulation when trying to duplicate human motion concerns the
position of a body part, typically a fingertip. However, when a model is required to
interact with its surroundings, then the orientation of different body parts becomes
critical.
Figure 9

(a) No vision, (b) With vision
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Using the transformation matrices involved in the DH method described above, we have
developed a new type of constraint that can be included in Equation (4) and controls the
orientation of a particular part of the human model. The constraint essentially dictates the
direction in which a local axis points (in terms of the global coordinate system) and can
be used with any local coordinate system (any kinematic link). A single orientationconstraint can be used to constrain either one or two axes for a particular local coordinate
system. Note that if the directions of two axes are specified, the orientation of the
coordinate system is dictated uniquely. Details concerning the development and use of
this new constraint are given by Marler (2004). An example is shown in Figure 10 where
both hands are touching their respective target points simultaneously and have specific
orientations.

3.3 Multiple end-effectors
As suggested by Yang et al., (2004a), the DH method is used to determine the Cartesian
location of an end-effector, based on joint angles. This method can be used to determine
the position of any point on the body. In fact, a user can specify any point(s) in space
relative to any single local coordinate system(s). Such point(s) can then be constrained to
contact any target point(s), by adding the additional distance constraints in Equation (4),
as demonstrated in Figure 11. This capability is used, for example, when Santos is
required to have his elbows remain on armrests or his back remain against the back of a
seat.
Figure 10

Posture prediction for both hands with orientation constraints

Towards a new generation of virtual humans
Figure 11
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Multiple end-effectors

3.4 Advanced inverse kinematics
Virtual humans are most commonly used as mannequins that can be positioned manually
in a particular setting or in a virtual prototype. It is crucial that Santos not lose this
necessary functionality. To be sure, the predictive capabilities of Santos exceed those of
currently available tools; nonetheless, a user must be able to position Santos easily. We
have developed two versions of Inverse Kinematics (IK): standard IK and advanced IK.
In advanced IK especially, we incorporate joint range of motion, and the results not only
include joint angles, but also entail the values of human performance measures in realtime.
With standard IK (used in Maya£), the user is able to select hot points on Santos and
then place them wherever necessary, as shown in Figures 12 and 13. The complete avatar
then moves accordingly, in real time. However, standard IK does not incorporate joint
ranges of motion and sometimes generates odd postures. Therefore, we extend direct
optimisation-based posture prediction to advanced IK.
With advanced IK, we capitalise on posture-prediction capabilities to yield an
exciting new tool. As the user moves the hot points, the consequent posture is
automatically predicted/optimised. That is, a version of the posture-prediction algorithm
is run with every frame, using the hot points as target points. The current version of
posture prediction has been optimised for speed, and non-critical features have been
omitted. The algorithm is able to run approximately 20 times per second. This alleviates
the need for a user to predict realistic postures as he or she positions the avatar; realistic
postures are predicted automatically.
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Figure 12

Inverse kinematics

Figure 13

Hot points for inverse kinematics
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3.5 Self-collision avoidance
A major concern with human modelling is the interaction between a human and his or her
environment. Therefore, modelling self-collision avoidance and collision avoidance with
environmental obstacles is crucial for realistic posture prediction. Obstacle avoidance
with multi-body systems, such as robots, has been studied extensively (Ozaki and Mohri,
1986; Kim and Khosla, 1992; Kuffner et al., 2002). However, relatively little work has
been done with human self-collision avoidance in the context of an optimisation-based
approach. We have implemented an approach with Santos where the self-collision
avoidance capability is based on the Cartesian distances between different body parts.
This distance is formulated as an additional distance constraint in Equation (4). It requires
that various end-effectors on the body do not collide with one another.
Using spheres with various sizes to represent different body parts, the self-collision
avoidance constraints are expressed as follows:
[xi (q)  x j (q)]2 t ( Ri  R j )2

(7)

where xi(q) and xj(q) are the Cartesian coordinates of the centres of spheres i and j
representing two body parts, and Ri and Rj are the radius of the two spheres, respectively.
Distance-squared is implemented here instead of distance for the convenience of
numerical calculations. An example of the effects of implementing the constraints in
Equation (7) is shown in Figure 14, where a posture is compared with and without selfcollision avoidance.
Figure 14

4

Posture prediction with self-collision avoidance

Kinematic motion prediction

While posture prediction makes it possible to evaluate the final posture of a virtual
human reaching a target point, it is often important to evaluate how a virtual human
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moves over time to arrive at the final posture. Kinematic motion prediction computes the
movement of a virtual human by determining the optimal joint values over time for each
DOF. In particular, kinematic motion prediction optimises a set of joint displacement
curves while restricting the end-effector to remain on a given path in Cartesian space
(Abdel-Malek et al., 2004). This section discusses the general formulation of a fast
approach and results in a 21-DOF model. We have developed an optimisation-based
approach to kinematic motion prediction, and by carefully designing the characteristics of
the B-splines used with this approach, we have achieved near-real-time performance.

4.1 Optimisation problem formulation
The motion-prediction optimisation problem involves finding a set of joint displacement
curves q(t) that minimise one or more human performance measures. Conceptually, the
design variables for the optimisation problem are the curves that describe the joint
displacements over time. Technically, we determine parameters that dictate the nature of
these curves. The displacement for each joint is constrained to lie within the joint limits at
each time step. In addition, the end-effector of the virtual human is constrained to follow
a discretised Cartesian path. The resulting optimisation problem is formulated as follows:
Find: Pki; k

1, 2,..., bc; i 1, 2,..., n

(8)

to minimise: Summation of human performance measure(s) evaluated at each time step
2

subject to: ª¬ x(q(t j ))  x path (t j ) º¼ d H ; j 1, 2,..., ts
qiL d pki d qiU ; k

1, 2,..., bc; i 1, 2,..., n

where tj is the time evaluated at time step j, ts is the number of time steps, and bc is the
number of coefficients used in the B-spline curves. Pki is the kth control point for the ith
displacement curve (B-spline curve). As with the posture-prediction problem, Equation
(8) is solved numerically using the software SNOPT (Gill et al., 2002). Components of
this formulation are explained as follows.

4.1.1 Design variables
As opposed to the posture-prediction problem, the design variables with the motion
prediction problem are coefficients in B-spline curves that represent q(t). B-spline curves
are used because they are necessarily continuous and differentiable. In order to induce
smooth and realistic motion, the joint trajectories must be at least twice differentiable;
thus, it is necessary to use at least a third-degree B-spline curve. Hence, the ith joint
trajectory is defined as follows:

qi

¦

bc
k 1

N k ,3 Pki

(9)

where Nk,3 is a third-degree basis function that is defined recursively. There are bc u n
design variables.
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4.1.2 Constraints and objective functions
The first constraint in Equation (8) is the distance constraint. It requires that, at each time
step, the end-effector remain in contact with the given path, which is determined
analytically by minimising the jerk of the end-effector. The remaining constraints
indirectly require the joint angles to remain within predetermined limits. Given the
inherent properties of B-splines, this is done by constraining the B-spline coefficients
directly.
The objective functions are conceptually the same as they are with posture prediction.
However, they are written in terms of B-splines using Equation (9), and their value are
summed over all time steps.
Note that using B-spline curves gives a result with normalised time between zero and
one second. The resulting motion can be scaled to longer durations.

4.2 Results
Applying the above-described algorithm to a 21-DOF model results in the motion shown
in Figure 15. The end-effector follows the minimum jerk path in Cartesian space with 43
discretised points. The calculation took only 1.09 sec. on a 2.6GHz Pentium4 CPU with
512MB RAM.
Figure 15

5

Superimposed time instants of motion prediction

Dynamic motion prediction

Dynamic motion prediction is a critical component for virtual humans. It can generate
joint torques and predict joint injuries. Hase and Yamazaki (1997) simulated walking and
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rowing motions using muscle energy consumption formulas and a human model, and the
Newton–Euler method was used to calculate the joint torques. Chaffin (1997) developed
2D and 3D computerised human models for simulation of static strength during work.
Santos has the capability for optimisation-based dynamic motion prediction. Details
concerning this functionality are discussed by Kim et al. (2006).

6

Reach envelope

The reach envelope is defined as all points that the end-effector (fingertip) can touch
when the virtual human moves. Reach envelopes provide an important feature for virtual
humans because, if the virtual human is to accomplish a task, the target points must be
inside the reach envelope. In this section, we present an analytical method for identifying
the reach envelope and give an example of the reach envelope for Santos.
In Equation (1), x(q) represents the set of all possible points inside and on the
boundary of the workspace generated by the end-effector. At a specified position in
space, given by (xp, yp, zp), the following vector of constraints can be written:
ª x (q )  x p º
«
»
« y (q )  y p »
«
»
¬« z (q)  z p ¼»

) (q)

0

(10)

Joint limits imposed in terms of inequality constraints in the form of qiL d qi d qiU , where
i=1,2,...,n, are transformed into equality constraints by introducing additional generalised
...
On ]T such that
coordinates O [ O1
qi

(qiL  qiU ) / 2  (qiU  qiL ) / 2 sin O1 ; i 1, 2,..., n

(11)

In order to include the effect of joint limits, the vector of constraint equations )(q) is
augmented with the parameterised inequality constraints in Eq. (11). The resulting vector
of constraints is given as follows:

H (q )

ª
«
«
«
«
«¬ qi

x(q)  x p

º
»
y (q)  y p »
»
z (q )  z p
»
 ai  bi sin Oi »¼

0; i = 1, 2,...,n

(12)

T

ª qT OT º is the new q-vector. Note that although n new variables Oi have
¬
¼
been added, n equations have also been added to the set of constraints.
The Jacobian of the constraint function H (q ) at a specific point q 0 is defined as
where q

the following 3  n u 2n matrix:

Hq

wH / wq

(13)
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where the subscript denotes the variable with respect to which the derivative is taken. The
matrix in Eq. (13) can be expanded as follows:
H

q*

)q

0

I

qȜ

(14)

where qO = wq/wO
O, )q = w)
)/wq, 0 is a (3 u n) zero matrix, and I is the identity matrix.
The reach envelope consists of surfaces defined by points in the Cartesian space at
which the matrix in Equation (14) is singular. The detailed procedure for finding these
singular surfaces is provided by Yang et al., (2004a). Figure 16 illustrates the workspace
boundary for a Santos model using the right arm. To visualise the reach envelope in real
time, we have compiled a reach-envelope library for different-percentile Santos models.
Figure 16

7

Reach envelope for a Santos model’s right arm

Workspace zone differentiation

The concept behind the optimisation-based approach for workspace zone differentiation
is that the multi-objective posture-prediction method is used to predict the posture for a
set of target points, which are generated by sampling a large cube that surrounds the
workspace. The cube is sampled in three directions (x, y, and z) according to a resolution
that will be determined by the user and creates a set of 2D planes that look like slices
inside the box. Thus every plane consists of a set of target points that are sampled inside
it. The IK problem will then be solved for each point using an optimisation-based
method. For every predicted posture, corresponding human performance measure values
will be recorded. Since not all the points in the cube are expected to be reachable, each
point is checked to determine whether it lies in the workspace.
After all the reachable points in the cube are assigned different objective values
(discomfort, effort, and joint displacement), the human performance measure values are
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normalised according to the global maximum of all the values that are achieved during
the computations. Based on the normalised values, each voxel will then be assigned
a binary number that lies between 00 and FF that reflects a gray level value. Hence,
a grayscale picture can be visualised for each plane, where black represents a point with a
maximum objective value and white represents a point with a minimum objective value.
Therefore, the result is a set of pictures that reflect the zone-differentiated workspace of
each slice inside the sampled cube created before. A 3D view of the zone-differentiated
workspace can be done by assembling the resultant slices and visualising them all at the
same time.
One of the main goals of the zone differentiation study is to implement the results on
Santos in the virtual environment. In order to have a user interface that allows the user to
interact with the volumetric data, the results obtained above are re-sampled in three
directions (XY, XZ, and YZ planes). The re-sampling process provides us with three sets
of voxel data, one for each plane. Every data set is a group of voxel images that, when
loaded together, allow us to visualise the workspace zone differentiation. Since the data
sets are perpendicular to each other, it is possible to visualise the volumetric data in three
different planes. The user is also able to slide the three planes as he or she wants and
watch the changes in the planes in real time. The sliding of the cutting planes inside the
volume is nothing more than moving from one voxel image to another. This allows a
favourable interaction between the user and the generated zone differentiated volume.
The following figures show the results, as they appear on Santos in the virtual
environment. Figure 17 shows the discomfort zone differentiated upper body’s
workspace on Santos.
Figure 17

Implementation (upper body) in virtual environment using discomfort
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Physiological processes

In addition to predicting how a human functions in terms of posture and motion, it is
often necessary to monitor physiological aspects. Physiological systems for Santos
consist of all the life-maintaining systems that occur within a human. The initial
focus has been on creating the ability to simulate the vital signs of Santos. Significant
progress has been made with the ability to model the heart rate, so that is what we discuss
in this section. An overview of the physiological processes that affect heart rate is given,
and this culminates in an analytical expression for actually calculating heart rate based on
expended power.
The human body is often compared to the combustion engine, and this analogy
provides a summary of what dictates the heart rate. The muscle fibres act as pistons, and
Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) is the gasoline. The blood, circulated by the heart,
supplies the oxygen required by ATP to produce energy. As the intensity of activity
increases, more oxygen is required. Consequently, the amount of blood supplied to the
muscles has to increase in order to supply the muscles with sufficient oxygen. To
increase the blood supply the heart increases its stroke volume per beat as well as the
number of beats (Åstrand, 1970).
The oxygen consumed by the muscles in liberating energy is called the oxygen uptake
(Vo2). During physical activity, the oxygen uptake increases, and consequently the
cardiac output increases in order to keep up (Åstrand, 1970). The oxygen supplied by the
blood is used primarily for the aerobic portion of the power generated by the muscles and
is based on the oxygen uptake response curves, which are discussed later. The heart rate
is directly proportional to and can be calculated from the oxygen uptake (Margaria et al.,
1970; Engelen et al., 1996). Consequently, much of the following discussion concerns
oxygen uptake.

8.1 Energy
An understanding of how the body uses energy is necessary for determining the power
required by the body, which is used to calculate the heart rate. Special chemical
compounds act as carriers of energy within cells. ATP is one such substance and is the
cell’s primary source of energy for metabolic processes. ATP breaks down into
Adenosine Diphosphate (ADP) with the release of energy. The stockpile of ATP
available is limited and has to be constantly regenerated. Glucose, fatty acids, and amino
acids can be oxidised to produce ATP molecules. The generation of energy from ATP as
well as the regeneration of ATP from ADP, lactic acid, and other waste products also
requires oxygen (Åstrand, 1970).

8.1.1 Basal metabolic rate
In addition to the energy required by the muscles, the body requires energy for its
functions of life, such as breathing and digestion. The Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR)
accounts for this energy, and is defined as the portion of human energy involved in
homeostasis (merely living and breathing). This energy is exclusive of work activities,
walking, standing, thinking, and digesting foods. The BMR is dependant on weight,
height, age, and sex. It has units of kilocalories/day and is calculated from the Harris-
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Benedict equations for men and women, respectively, as follows (Frankenfield et al.,
2003):
66  13.75w  5.0h  6.76 P

(15)

655  9.56w  1.85h  4.68P

(16)

where P is the age in years, w is the weight in kilograms, and h is the height in
centimeters.
Although the actual basal metabolic rate varies during the course of the day, for the
purpose of calculating the heart rate, it is assumed that the BMR is constant. The BMR
per second is calculated from Equations (15) and (16) for a set height, weight, age, and
sex, and is added to the power requirement of the body to perform an activity. The power
requirement excluding the BMR is supplied by the Santos energy module (Kim et al.,
2004).

8.2 Steady state oxygen uptake
The power to drive the physical activity, which is derived from the sum of the power
from the Santos energy module and the BMR, is made up of two components. The
aerobic component generates energy utilising oxygen from the blood. Alternatively, the
anaerobic component does not utilise oxygen from the blood. The energy supplied during
the first few seconds of an activity is almost entirely anaerobic. (Lamb, 1978). As the
duration of the activity increases, as a result of ATP breakdown, the levels of Adenosine
Diphosphate (ADP) in the muscles increase. This increase in ADP is the spark for aerobic
metabolism to begin (Lamb, 1978). The aerobic energy process utilises oxygen supplied
by the blood, thereby causing an increase in the blood supply.
Energy expenditure, including the BMR, results from the breakdown of ATP, and
because ATP is replenished as the result of oxygen utilisation in the mitochondria either
during exercise or during recovery, there is a direct relationship between oxygen
consumption and energy expenditure. Accurate measurements of the kilocalories of heat
produced as the result of oxygen utilisation show that normal subjects on a mixed diet of
fat, carbohydrate, and protein expend about 5Kcal of energy for each litre of oxygen they
consume (Lamb, 1978). Therefore, one can obtain the oxygen uptake equivalent of power
required for activity. The entire power consumed by the body is related to an equivalent
oxygen uptake by using the following relationship:
Vo2req

Power 60
20.92

(17)

where Vo2req is the equivalent oxygen uptake value of the energy required in L/m. Power
has units of Kilowatts, and 20.92 KJ (5 Kcals) is the energy equivalent value of 1 L/min
oxygen uptake. However, Equation (17) only provides the oxygen uptake value once the
body has reached the steady state. Before using steady state oxygen uptake, one must
determine the oxygen update during transient periods.
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8.3 Transient oxygen uptake
The power produced in the transient stages, leading up to the steady state, is a
combination of aerobic and anaerobic processes. Initially the entire power requirements
are met anaerobically. At the steady state, the requirements are met almost entirely from
aerobic processes.
The oxygen uptake of the body does not jump directly to the steady state value but
rises over time following exponential curves called response curves, corresponding to
consumption of oxygen by the aerobic processes. The shape of the exponential curves
and their associated time constants are different for increasing physical activity levels
(also called ramp-on response curve) and decreasing physical activity levels (also called
ramp-off response curve).

8.3.1 Physical activity: ramp-on
The Vo2 response to increases in physical activity has been modelled mathematically
using three exponential terms given in Eq. (18)
Vo2 (t ) Vo2 (b)  Ao (1  et /W 0 )  A1 (1  e (t TD1 /W1 ) )  A2 (1  e (t TD2 / W 2 ) )

(18)

Each exponential term represents a certain phase of energetics in physical activity. Vo2(t)
is the oxygen uptake response in liters/min after t seconds. Vo2(b) is the baseline oxygen
uptake in liters/min. A0, A1, and A2 are the asymptotic values for the exponential terms. W 0,
W 1, and W 2 are the time constants in seconds. TD1 and TD2 are the time delays in seconds,
which are the time durations of time before phase 2 and phase 3 begin. The baseline
oxygen uptake value is the value of the oxygen uptake when the body is at rest. This
value is approximately 0.40–0.7 L/m and is dependant on body mass.
In (18), Ao (1  e t / W 0 ) is the phase-1 term and starts at the onset of exercise. This
phase-1 term reflects circulatory adjustments at the onset of physical activity (Barstow
and Mole, 1987). The phase-1 term disappears at the start of phase 2 (after time delay
TD1) and is assigned a value of Á0 for that time. Á0 is calculated as follows:
A0c

A0 (1  e TD1 / W 0 )

(19)

The third term of Eq. (18), A1 (1  e  (t TD1 / W1 ) ) , is called the phase-2 term, which begins
after a time delay of TD1. The primary components, phase-1 and phase-2, are relatively
fast and are not affected by the muscle mass used to perform physical activity (Shunsaku
et al., 2001). The amplitude of the phase-2 term is set to
A1c

A0c  A1

(20)

The last term, A2 (1  e (t TD2 /W 2 ) ) , is called the phase-3 term. This term becomes
significant after a time delay TD2. The exact cause of this component is not known, but it
is suspected that the serial recruitment of lower-efficiency fast-twitch fibers are the cause.
A model Vo2 ramp-on response curve is shown in Figure 18, for a subject starting from
rest to his or her maximum Vo2 value (Engelen et al., 1996).
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Figure 18

Features of the three-exponential model used to describe oxygen uptake during
ramp-on

8.3.2 Physical activity: ramp-off
The Vo2 response to a reduction in the level of physical activity was found to be
symmetrical to the ramp-on model (Engelen et al., 1996) and is provided as follows:
Vo2 (t )

EEVo2  A0 (1  et /W 0 )  A1 (1  e (t TD /W1 ) )  A2 (1  e (t TD / W 2 ) )

(21)

The only differences between Equations (18) and (21) is that EEVo2 signifies the end
level of oxygen uptake from the ramp-on activity and that TD is a common time delay for
both A1 and A2 exponential terms. The A0 term is terminated after time delay TD. The
phase-2 term has amplitude Á1 which was equal to
A1c

A0c  A1

(22)
The justification for this model is as follows. The two main exponential processes
observed during exercise (A1 and A2 from ramp-on response) are present at the end of
exercise. Thus, both would be present and decaying simultaneously during early recovery,
when the Vo2 requirements drop, but would reduce at different rates (Engelen et al.,
1996). Figure 19 is a model ramp-off response curve (Engelen et al., 1996).
Figure 19

Features of the three-exponential model used to represent oxygen uptake ramp-off
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The values involved in transient oxygen uptake were taken from Engelen et al. (1996).
The values differ for heavy activity, defined as activity above the lactic acidosis threshold
(~65% max Vo2), and light and moderate activity (<65% max Vo2). In the case of
moderate activity, the Vo2req is lower than the A2 asymptotic value. Therefore, the third
exponential term drops out because no additional oxygen is required.

8.3.3 Response curve implementation
The above-mentioned response curves are used to simulate the changes in Vo2. If the Vo2
of the body needs to rise to reach the steady state, then the ramp-on curve is used. If the
Vo2 needs to fall to reach the steady state, then the ramp-off curve is used. The Vo2 of the
body is evaluated at every second, with the initial condition being the baseline Vo2. The
baseline Vo2 is the minimum Vo2 that the body needs to survive.
Three possible conditions exist concerning Vo2 demand: an increase in the power
requirement of the body, no change in the power requirement, and a decrease in the
power requirement. An increase in the power requirement translates to an increased Vo2
demand. The body has to increase its Vo2 from the current level to the new demanded
level. The current level is mapped to the matching level on the ramp-on response curve
and is incremented every second following the slope of the curve until it reaches the
required Vo2 value, at which point it ceases to follow the response curve and instead
maintains the steady state until a further change.
A decrease in power requirement translates into a decrease in the Vo2 demand; the
current Vo2 level maps to its value on the ramp-off curve and follows the decaying slope
until it reaches the required steady state Vo2 value. The decrease stops once the body Vo2
value reaches the Vo2 required at steady state or the baseline values. The Vo2 is not
allowed to fall below the baseline value for the simulation.

8.4 Stroke volume
The heart increases the stroke volume in order to pump more blood, which delivers more
oxygen to keep up with the oxygen uptake (Hermansen et al., 1970). A relationship
between the percentage maximum stroke volume and the percent maximum oxygen
uptake is given as follows (Hermansen et al., 1970):
f

(32.553  14.291 Ln( x)) f max
100

(23)

where f is the stroke volume in milliliter, fmax is the maximum stroke volume, and x is the
percentage of maximum oxygen uptake. The maximum oxygen uptake, the baseline
oxygen uptake, and the maximum stroke volume are set based on the physical
characteristics of the virtual human.

8.5 Heart rate calculation
The heart rate is calculated as follows (Margaria et al., 1970):
hr

f

Vo2
H b ( S a  Sv )

(24)
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where hr is the heart rate in beats per minute, Hb is the oxygen-carrying capacity of the
hemoglobin in a liter of O2 per liter of blood, Sa is the fraction of oxygenated hemoglobin
in the arteries, and Sv is the fraction of oxygenated blood in the veins. Hb, Sa and Sv are
assumed to be constant for the simulation and are taken from literature (Margaria et al.,
1970).
Currently, the heart rate model has been implemented, and the development of a
physiology-based objective function is being investigated. The underlying principle of
this objective function is that the human body tends to optimise its energy expenditure for
various activities.

9

Musculoskeletal modelling

Through understanding simple mechanical principles and observing the anatomy of the
human body, a model for predicting muscle forces to create desired joint torques is being
developed for Santos. Developing this model requires an understanding of the
musculoskeletal system, the mechanical principles of how torque is generated through
muscle tension, and optimisation to solve the resulting indeterminate problem.
The musculoskeletal system is composed of the skeletal system and the skeletal
muscles. This system of muscles and bones is arranged throughout the body as numerous
levers where the bones act as the levers and the joints between them serve as fulcrums.
Figure 20 shows some of the major muscles of the upper arm and illustrates how they are
attached to the skeletal system.
The muscles pulling on the bone to create torque about a joint then create motion.
Since muscles can only act in tension, each joint requires one set of muscles to create a
positive torque and a separate set to create a negative torque. In Figure 20, the elbow
extension and flexion muscles are identified. Based on the joint torque results in the
previous section, we have developed an optimisation-based method to determine muscle
forces.
Figure 20

Major muscles of the upper arm
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9.1 Muscloskeletal model and muscle force
We define the muscle as a central line attached to the bones at the ends. Muscle-wrapping
algorithms are developed to incorporate into the musculoskeletal model. One example of
the musculoskeletal models is illustrated in Figure 21 and one muscle-wrapping example
is shown in Figure 22.

9.1.1 Mechanical system
Consider the simple one-muscle model shown in Figure 23, which represents the medial
head of the bicep. This muscle originates on the scapula and inserts below the elbow on
the radius. For this simple example, only the torque created at the elbow will be
considered. When the muscle is activated, it creates a force on the radius. For this
simple example, it will be assumed that this force points at the muscle origin. This force
creates a torque about the elbow by acting on a moment arm that lies along the radius
(Figure 24).
Figure 21

3D model of upper extremity with 21 muscles modeled as 34 action lines

Figure 22

Wrapping about the elbow
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Figure 23

Medial Bicep Brachii

Figure 24

Force from Bicep

This force can be resolved into two components: the rotational component, which is
normal to the moment arm, and the stabilising component, which is parallel to the
moment arm (Figure 25). The rotational component is the portion of the force, which
actually contributes to joint torque. It is important to note that as the joint angle changes,
so does the rotational component (Figure 26). So, the resulting torque is not only a
function of the muscle force, but also the current joint angle.
Figure 25

Muscle force components
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Effect of joint angle

For this simple one-muscle example, determining the muscle force needed to achieve a
desired torque at a specific joint angle is simple. Torque is found with T = r u F, where T
is torque, r is a vector pointing from the joint to the point where the muscle acts on the
bone, and F is the force. Unfortunately, once more muscles are added to this problem, it
is no longer trivial to solve. To illustrate this, Figure 27 shows two more muscles added
to the previous example.
Figure 27

Three muscles acting on the lower arm

Using the same equation, torque is found with T = rb u Fb + rbc u Fbc + rbr u Fbr, where b
denotes Bicep, bc denotes the Brachialis, and br denotes the Brachioradialis. Finding the
muscle forces to achieve a desired torque at a specified angle becomes an indeterminate
problem because there is one equation with three unknowns (Fb, Fbc, and Fbr). To solve
this problem, optimisation must be used.

9.1.2 Optimisation
Solving this problem with optimisation requires a cost function, which will be minimised
while obeying various constraints. Many cost functions have been proposed, and
choosing the most appropriate function is likely dependent on the situation. For example,
quick movement to avoid a collision will probably require a different cost function than a
movement that needs to be precise and smooth. Many common cost functions use muscle
activation as variables. Muscle activation is a value that ranges between 0 and 1 where 0
indicates no muscle activation and 1 indicates a fully activated muscle. Muscle force can
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then be defined as F = a * Fmax where a is the activation and Fmax is the maximum
theoretical force that muscle can generate, which is calculated by the muscle’s physical
cross-sectional area. Torque can now be represented as T = r u (a * Fmax). To simplify the
problem, only the torque being generated about the rotational axis of the elbow will be
considered. This allows the torque equation to become T = r * a * Fmax where r is a
constant and Fmax is the rotational component of Fmax. This problem can now be solved
with the following optimisation formulation where n is the number of muscles.
a1 , a2 ,..., an

Find:

n

2
i

¦a

J

to minimise:

i 1

n

¦ r (a F

subject to: T

i

i i max )

(25)

i 1

0 d ai d 1
Note that by simply adding more torque equation constraints, this formulation can be
extended to cover numerous joints.
For this example, ten muscles that are used to flex/extend the forearm and
pronate/supinate the hand will be considered. These muscles are the brachialis,
brachioradialis, bicep long, bicep short, tricep lateral, tricep long, tricep medial, pronator
teres, supinator, and anconeus. Torque about the elbow and the pronating axis of the wrist
are given, and the orientation of these joints is known. The objective is to find the muscle
activation level of the ten muscles listed above. This will be accomplished through
optimisation as described in the previous section. For this example, the problem is
formulated as follows:
Find: a1…a10
10

to minimise: J

2
i

¦a
i 1

subject to: TBR  TBL  TBS  TPT  TSUP

1

TBR  TBCH  TBL  TBS  TTLAT  TTLON  TTM  TPT  TSUP  TANC

10

0 d ai d 1
where Tx is the torque generated by that muscle. Note that for this problem, it is given
that the torque about the wrist is 1 Nm and the torque about the elbow is 10 Nm. It should
also be noted that while all the muscles considered contribute some torque to the elbow,
only five contribute torque to the wrist.
Next, the torque generated by each muscle must be calculated. These are calculated as
Ti

ri xi ai Fi max

where r is the moment arm, x is the rotational component of the unit vector representing
the force line, a is the activation level, and Fmax is the theoretical maximum isotonic force
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that the muscle can create. The maximum isotonic force can be calculated by multiplying
the maximum physiological achievable muscle stress (600 kPa) to the physiological
cross-sectional area (PSCA) of the muscle (Berme et al., 1987). The torque equation can
then be represented as
Ti

ri xi ai PSCAi 600

Note that r and PSCA are constants while x is dependent on the joint angles and a is the
design variable. Since the joint angles are known, x can be calculated from geometry
while r and PSCA can be found in the literature (Maurel and Thalman, 1998). For
example, TBR about the elbow can be calculated as
TBR

0.0662 0.424 a 4.70 600 14.149a

So, for the given orientation, the constraint equations can be calculated as
0.002a2  1.281a3  1.112a4  (0.724)a8  0.025a9

1

14.149a1  8.670a2  4.833a3  4.228a4  (2.640)a5  (2.617)a6
 (2.636)a7  1.230a8  4.012a9  0.0112a10

10

Solving the optimisation problem predicts the following activation levels for each
muscle: Bracialis 0.303, Brachioradialis 0.186, Bicep Long 0.445, Bicep Short 0.384,
Tricep Lateral 0, Tricep Long 0, Tricep Medial 0, Pronator Teres 0, Supinator 0.093,
Anconeus 0.

9.2 Muscle stress
Muscle forces obtained in the previous section are not enough to show all aspects of
muscle injury. Muscle stress is one important index for muscle injury. Several major
methods have been proposed for physically based deformable modelling (Gibson and
Mirtich, 1997): mass-spring models, finite element methods, finite volume models (Teran
et al., 2003), and other low-degree approximated continuum models. There are essentially
two issues in deformable body modelling: how to parameterise a body and how to bring
in physical behaviour to the system.
Biomechanical analysis of skeletal muscles is an important task in the development of
a digital human system. The stress level within the muscle of action is of particular
interest to us. However, the stress analysis with the finite element method is usually
intensive with dense mesh as a result of irregular shapes of muscles. Considering the
variety of muscle shapes and differences in functionality, simulations with oversimplified or idealised muscle geometry and biomechanics will not give satisfactory
results, especially when trying to examine a group of cooperating muscles in action.
In our work, a new modelling method (Zhou and Lu, 2005) is being developed to
overcome the difficulties of computation intensity of the standard finite element method
in an interactive virtual environment. The method is based on the combination of NonUniform Rational B-spline (NURBS) geometric representation and the Galerkin finite
element methods, which intuitively bridges the two without the meshing procedure and
hence with low degrees of freedom.
We use the NURBS geometry to represent the shape of muscles in order to capture
the complexity of muscle geometry. The muscle shape can be extracted from medical
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image data such as the Visible Human Data Set (US National Library of Medicine). Our
method requires further extension of NURBS surface to NURBS solid, which keeps the
geometric information of surface while extending to the inside. The NURBS solid
representation can be written as
n

m

l

¦¦¦ P

P (u, v, w)

i , j , k Ri , j , k (u , v, w)

i 0 j 0k 0

Using the isoparametric mapping technique, the NURBS geometric shape functions are
used as the interpolation functions of finite elements. Therefore, the displacement
mapping can be written as
n

d(u , v, w)

m

l

¦¦¦ d

i , j , k Ri , j , k (u , v, w)

i 0 j 0k 0

where di,j,k is the displacement of the control point Pi,j,k
Based on the mapping established above, we can calculate the deformation gradient
and other needed quantities for the finite element computation. Because muscles are
generally under very large deformation during human motions, a fully non-linear
formulation for the analysis of large-strain motion of muscle is used.

9.2.1 Constitutive model of skeletal muscle
The internal structure of skeletal muscle is comprised of soft tissues with various material
properties. More importantly, skeletal muscles are active and the properties of the active
tissue are altered upon activation. In our work, the muscle model is described by a
hyperelastic, anisotropic, constitutive equation that includes an active component.
The hyperelastic strain energy function is assumed to be the sum of two parts: energy
function of the passive ground substance and active fibrous structure. The passive ground
substance consists of connective tissue, water, etc. and is modelled as isotropic neoHookean material. The muscle fibre strain energy is assumed to be a function of the
muscle fibre stretch and the muscle activation level. The muscle fibre directions are
generally distributed with different patterns among different muscles. In our work, we
used the isocurves of the NURBS solid to model the muscle fibres and its directions.

9.2.2 Results of muscle stress
The motion analysis in previous sections provides at discrete points of time the joint
positions and rotations as well as the activation level in individual muscles. From the
position of bones, the displacement boundary conditions for the muscles can be known,
and the activations of muscles are fed into the constitutive model. The stress analysis is
then conducted using the NURBS-FEM developed. The dynamic simulation is done with
implicit Newmark method, which allows large time step. As shown in Figure 28, both
full active and passive motions of muscles are simulated, and the corresponding muscle
deformations and stresses can be obtained. The maximum stress happens at the tendon
parts due to the small area of cross sections. In the full active isometric contraction case,
the maximum stress at tendon is more than 150 N/cm2, which is much higher than the
muscle belly part.
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10 Hand model
A virtual human hand is an essential part of a virtual human’s form, function, and
communication, capable of complex, expressive articulation. There are considerable
works on hand modelling. ElKoura and Singh (2003) categorised hand modelling as
engaging several areas of research such as anatomy, robotics, animation industry,
graphics and vision, and music. Savescu et al. (2004) also developed different hand
models. Our objective is to develop a realistic hand model based on the work of previous
researchers.
Figure 28

Stress analysis of muscle: (a) initial rest geometry (b) full active isometric contraction
(c) passive stretching ( unit: N/cm2)

A human hand has 27 bones (Figure 29). The symbolic Roman numbers are assigned for
fingers: the thumb is I, the index finger is II, the middle finger is III, the ring finger is IV,
and the little finger is V. At the base of each finger is one metacarpal bone, which
connects to the wrist. Carpometacarpal (CMC) joints connect the metacarpal bones to the
wrist. The CMC joints for II and III are static; they cannot actually rotate. In contrast, the
CMC joints for I, IV and V can rotate with Flexion/Extension (F/E) and
Abduction/Adduction (Ab/Ad). The metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints connect the
metacarpal bones to the phalanx bones. These MCP joints can also move with 2 DOF
(F/E and Ab/Ad). An interphalangeal (IP) joint connects the two phalanx bones in the
thumb and has one rotational degree of freedom. Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) joints
connect the two inner (not the tip) phalanxes in II, III, IV and V. These joints have one
rotational DOF in the F/E direction. The last joint is the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint.
It connects the fingertips and the final phalanxes in each of the fingers (II, III, IV and V),
and it moves in F/E direction.
Figures 30 and 31 show the 25-DOF left and right hand models, respectively. All of
joints in the hand are revolute joints.
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Hand bones have different lengths for different fingers. All link lengths depend on
two parameters, HL and HB , where HL is the length of the hand, and HB is the width
of the hand (Pena-Pitarch et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2006c).
This hand model has the capability for anthropometric variability. Figures 32 and 33
show scalable link length (Buchcholz et al., 1992) and joint limit, respectively.
Figure 29

Right hand with 5 rays (in a posterior view)

Figure 30

Dorsal view left hand model
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Figure 31

Dorsal view right hand model

Figure 32

Scalable link length

Figure 33

Scalable joint limit
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11 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a new virtual human called SantosTM. We have
presented optimisation-based approaches to posture prediction with multiple endeffectors, advanced inverse kinematics, self-collision avoidance, motion prediction,
dynamic modeling, and workspace zone differentiation. We have provided new virtualhuman capabilities in terms of monitoring the body from a physiological standpoint and
demonstrated reach-envelope analysis. We have also developed musculoskeletal
modeling, including muscle-wrapping, muscle force analysis, and the NURBS-FEM
approach for muscle stress, and a 25-DOF hand model has also been provided. Compared
to other virtual humans currently available, Santos represents the next level in
development and capabilities and continues to grow in its ability to aid in engineering
design and human study.
In addition to the capabilities listed above, exciting research on further features for
Santos continues. We are developing new approaches for modeling clothing in terms of
its mechanical properties and its tendency to restrict human motion. A VICON motion
capture system provides a means by which users can interact with Santos and validate
predicted postures and motion. We are working on physically based walking and running
for Santos, and the validation of physiological models is being considered.
The emphasis of all of these projects is not the development of a realistic mannequin.
Rather, we are working towards a virtual human that looks, moves, acts, and reacts as a
real human would, not just in terms of outward appearance and gross movement but also
in terms of physiological functions. We strive to understand and model how and why
humans act as they do. Ultimately, Santos will provide a design companion that
essentially works with an engineer to shorten design cycle times and improve prototype
development.
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